Aspirin and dazoxiben as inhibitors of platelet behaviour: modification of their effects by agents that alter cAMP production.
The effects of aspirin and dazoxiben were determined on platelet behaviour in platelet-rich plasma (PRP) from 20 volunteers. Dazoxiben prevented aggregation and the release reaction induced by arachidonic acid (AA) in nine of the samples; in the other eleven aggregation and the release reaction still occurred. Aspirin always prevented aggregation and release but higher concentrations were needed in some of the samples of PRP than with others. When the platelets were sensitive to dazoxiben they were relatively sensitive to aspirin; when they were insensitive to dazoxiben they were relatively insensitive to aspirin. The effects of agents that alter production of cAMP on the sensitivity of platelets to aspirin and dazoxiben were determined. Increasing the intracellular level of cAMP rendered platelets more sensitive to the inhibitory effects of both aspirin and dazoxiben; lowering the level of cAMP made the platelets less sensitive to both agents.